Business Ethics And Ethical Business Robert Audi

This book is a comprehensive treatment of the field of business ethics as seen from a philosophical approach. The volume consists of 24 essays that survey the field of business ethics in a broad and accessible manner, covering all major topics about the relationship between ethical theory and business ethics.

Business Ethics

Innovation has become a buzzword that promises dramatic changes in almost every field of business. Absent from this attention is a serious discussion of the ethical sides of dramatic change. To address this, editors Georges Enderle and Patrick E. Murphy gather a team of experts to fully examine the ethics of innovation within business and the economy in this stand-alone addition to the Studies in TransAtlantic Business Ethics series.

Business Ethics in the 21st Century

Packed with cases, exercises, simulations, and practice tests, the market-leading BUSINESS ETHICS: ETHICAL DECISION MAKING AND CASES, 11th Edition, thoroughly covers the complex environment in which managers confront ethical decision-making. Using a proven managerial framework, this accessible, applied text addresses the overall concepts, processes, and best practices associated with successful business ethics programs. The Ethical Business has been updated to address current ethical issues and emerging new problems, with new chapters focusing on the symbiotic relationship between business and the environment and new case studies. An essential core text for today’s business students, bringing ethical dilemmas into context to provide the foundation of good management practice. Key Features: An up-to-date analysis of business ethics issues in business ethics, then move to a more practical discussion of ethics in key management functions. The second edition of The Ethical Business has been updated to address current ethical issues and emerging new problems, with new chapters focusing on the symbiotic relationship between business and the environment and new case studies. Case studies demonstrate the practical application of ethical themes Pedagogical features such as boxed vignettes on current ethical dilemmas aid understanding and learning A companion website with topical and interactive features

Business Ethics For Dummies

Learn to make successful ethical decisions in the midst of the new business realities of 2020 and 2021 with Ferrell/Fraedrich/Ferrell’s market-leading BUSINESS ETHICS: ETHICAL DECISION MAKING AND CASES, 11E. Packed with current examples and exercises, this edition demonstrates how to integrate ethics into key strategic business decisions as reorganized chapters clearly present the ethical decision-making process in today’s complex ethical, legal, social and political environments. New scenarios highlight 2020 economic and pandemic realities and preview ethical challenges you are most likely to encounter as a new manager. Updates address the process behind successful business ethics programs, latest legislation and new coverage of global sustainability and corporate social responsibility. New and original cases provide insights into ethics in familiar organizations, such as Tesla and TOMS, while exercises reinforce concepts with hands-on applications. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the eBook version.

Business Ethics And Ethical Business Robert Audi

Business Ethics: Ethical Decision Making and Cases

This book is an examination of the contemporary ethical problems of business in a philosophical context. It analyses various types of capitalism, in particular, the Anglo-American type which is practised primarily in the English-speaking world, and is exemplified by the commercial and financial systems of Wall Street and the City of London. This analysis includes an examination of the corporation, the ethics of the stock market, the morality of take-overs and the problem of business and the economy. The work is a brief yet comprehensive introduction to the thought-provoking field of business ethics. It is organized into three parts that cover the role of business in society, the ethics of internal management, and the challenges of international business.
Online Library Business Ethics and Ethical Business Robert Audi

International Business Ethics and Growth Opportunities

The tools you need to deal with ethical dilemmas in business. In today's world, it's increasingly important for all businesses and government agencies to implement ethical conduct in the workplace. Therefore, business ethics has become required coursework for most students in undergraduate and postgraduate business programs. The Oxford Handbook of Business Ethics articulates principles: the generalization, utilitarian, and autonomy principles.

Business Ethics and Corporate Governance


Business Ethics: Ethical Decision Making & Cases

This concise and engaging Advanced Introduction provides the conceptual tools needed to make ethical decisions in today's business world. John Hoecker provides an objective and closely-reasoned analysis of ethical issues based on a unified conceptual framework that distills the best of ethical thought into three clearly articulated principles: the generalization, utilitarian, and autonomy principles.

Business Ethics

Ethics in business is a new topic and has been intensively discussed since the emergence of the so-called limited companies. However, privatization, technological and digital innovation, changes in moral perception, economic and financial crises and globalization stir a more recent debate on how companies should behave in our societies. This book starts from the position that business ethics should imply an open debate on norms and values, using a sound methodology to get there. Ethics is as complex as business itself. This book is tailored for ethical decision-making in business and for analyzing complex ethical topics in business practice, higher education, and society in general. Therefore, this book is composed of three parts in which ethics is discussed at different levels. In part one, we discuss ethics and the law. In part two, we discuss ethics and business. In part three, we discuss ethics in the context of a globalized world. In each chapter, we discuss the ethical complications of each topic from various -- and preferably opposing -- perspectives. Each perspective is technologically substantiated and a comprehensive literature list in which ends with a number of relevant examples is provided for further reading.

Ethical Business Practices

Business Ethics: Ethical Decision Making and Cases. The tools you need to deal with ethical dilemmas in business. In today's world, it's increasingly important for all businesses and government agencies to implement ethical conduct in the workplace. Therefore, business ethics has become required coursework for most students in undergraduate and postgraduate business programs. The Oxford Handbook of Business Ethics articulates principles: the generalization, utilitarian, and autonomy principles.

Business Ethics: What does it mean to be ethical? -- What role, if any, should intuition have in the formation of moral theory? -- If something is 'simulated', can it be immoral? -- What is the relationship between business and ethics? -- Business Ethics: Ethical Decision Making & Cases.

Business Ethics: What does it mean to be ethical? -- What role, if any, should intuition have in the formation of moral theory? -- If something is 'simulated', can it be immoral? -- What is the relationship between business and ethics? -- Business Ethics: Ethical Decision Making & Cases.

Business Ethics: What does it mean to be ethical? -- What role, if any, should intuition have in the formation of moral theory? -- If something is 'simulated', can it be immoral? -- What is the relationship between business and ethics? -- Business Ethics: Ethical Decision Making & Cases.
Providing a vibrant new four-color design, market-leading BUSINESS ETHICS: ETHICAL DECISION MAKING AND CASES, Eighth Edition, delivers an accessible, applied text that thoroughly covers the complex environment in which managers confront ethical decision making. Using a proven managerial framework, the authors address the overall concepts, processes, and best practices associated with successful business ethics programs—helping students see how ethics can be integrated into key strategic business decisions. Thoroughly revised, the text reflects the most comprehensive and rigorous edits to date and includes the most up-to-date, ever-increasing academic and governmental attention being given to this area. It also includes nine new all-case studies, while all other cases have been completely updated. Packed with real-world examples, cases, exercises, simulations, and practice tests, BUSINESS ETHICS: ETHICAL DECISION MAKING AND CASES, Eighth Edition, gives students the next opportunities to experience the real-world validation through hands-on application. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.  

Advanced Introduction to Business Ethics  
Perhaps the fundamental question in CSR is: What are the responsibilities of businesses and business leadership to society? Moreover, do the responsibilities of business change in times of social and political turmoil? The chapters in this book tackle several aspects of these questions with chapters on business and politics, the role of the general counselor, corporate social responsibility, human resources issues, consumer protection, and ethical issues in marketing and advertising. It is an ideal supplement for business ethics courses or as a reference for students and practitioners who would like to learn more about the basics of business ethics.  

Ethical Business Cultures in Emerging Markets  
This guide to business ethics provides key terms and concepts related to business ethics in a short, easy-to-use format. It provides objective coverage of theories, corporate social responsibility, human resources issues, consumer protection, and ethical issues in marketing and advertising. It is an ideal supplement for business ethics courses or as a reference for students and practitioners who would like to learn more about the basics of business ethics.  

Ethical Business Practice and Regulation  
This work provides a critical look at business practice in the early 21st century and suggests changes that are both practical and normatively superior. Several chapters present a reflection on business ethics from a societal or macro-organizational point of view. It makes a case for the economic and moral superiority of the sustainability capitalism of the European Union over the finance-based model of the United States. Most major themes in business ethics are covered and some new ones are introduced, including the topic of the right way to teach business ethics. The general approach adopted in this volume is Kantian. Alternative approaches are critically evaluated.  

Managing Business Ethics & Compliance  
This work is a brief yet comprehensive introduction to the thought-provoking field of business ethics. It is organized into three parts that cover the role of business in society, the ethics of internal management, and the challenges of international business.  

Business Ethics: Ethical Decision Making & Cases  
This book can be an integrated learning vehicle for all working professionals who aspire to become an Ethics & Compliance officer in their respective organization. In this book, the authors redefined business ethics in the 21st century and determine ethical principles and values that guide business behavior. The acceptability of behavior in business is determined by corporate governance, as well as each individual's personal moral principles and values. Basic ethical and corporate social responsibilities have been codified in laws and regulations that encourage businesses to conform to society's standards, values, and attributes. Codes of ethics, policies on ethics, and business ethics training programs to advance ethical behavior because that prescribe which activities are acceptable and which are not, and limit the opportunity for misconduct in business processes. An ethical issue is a situation, or opportunity that requires a person to choose among several actions that may be evaluated as right or wrong, causes potential dilemma between ethical or unethical decision making which has been covered in ethical decision making chapter. To help you understand ethical issues that perplex businesspeople today, department wise ethical challenges has been captured and this book also talks about ethical leadership and organizational thought processes on boardroom ship & dedicated full time office of ethics and compliance. This book covers latest trends and data's on global perception index, most ethical companies, best companies in CSR activities 2016 etc. for readers.  

Business Ethics  

The Oxford Handbook of Business Ethics  

Business Ethics and Economic Business  

This book is an examination of the contemporary ethical problem of business in a philosophical context. It analyses various types of capitalism, in particular, the Anglo-Saxon, Latin American, and East Asian. It is supplemented by the comprehensive study of the financial system of the City of London. This analysis includes an examination of the corporation, the ethics of the stock market, the morality of takeover and the problem of business and the environment.  

Ethical Innovation in Business and the Economy  

This book equips readers with the knowledge, insights and key capabilities to understand and practice business activities from ethical and sustainable development perspectives.  

In our interconnected global business environment, the impacts of business activities are under increasing ethical scrutiny from a wide range of stakeholders. Written from an international perspective, this book introduces the theory and practice of ethical and sustainable business, focusing in particular on eco-environmental sustainability, transparency, ethical responsibilities, and cross-cultural values of the business community and consumers. Written by an expert author who also brings to the fore non-Western concepts and themes, this book: features positive case studies, as well as transferrable and applicable key insights from such cases; highlights the importance of understanding cultural differences into account; takes a multidisciplinary approach which considers findings from research of the international, legal, ethical, environmental and social aspects, and explores the relevance of ethical business practices; weaves in pedagogical features throughout, including up-to-date case studies, study questions, thought experiments, links to popular movies, and key takeaways. Written in an accessible and friendly manner, this book will be of great interest to students of business ethics, environmental ethics, applied ethics, and sustainable development, as well as business practitioners striving toward ethical, sustainable, and responsible business practice.  

Business Ethics and Sustainability  

The Oxford Handbook of Business Ethics is an up-to-date and in-depth analyses of leading topics and issues and a comprehensive philosophical treatise of business ethics. It contains twenty-four original and detailed chapters by accomplished philosophers in the field, a substantive introduction to the field and to the chapters in the volume, up-to-date recommendations for further reading in each area discussed, and innovative presentations of seldom-addressed issues of business ethics.  

Business Ethics  

This study examines the interaction of human resource development and human resource management with ethical business cultures in developing economies, and addresses issues faced daily by practitioners in these countries. It is ideal for scholars, researchers and students in business ethics, management, human resource management, and development, and organization studies.  

The Ethical Business Book  

Previous research on corporate cultures and ethical business cultures has focused almost exclusively on studies of multinational corporations from a handful of developed countries. This book addresses the intersection of human resource development and human resource management with ethical business cultures in the four BRIC countries: Brazil, Russia, India, and China, and other emerging market countries like Mexico, South Africa, and Turkey. This book compares managers' and employees' perceptions of ethical business cultures in these countries, contrasting them with the US economy. It then discusses the economic and socio-cultural context and current research on business ethics in each of these countries, including applications for research and practice. The significant study will appeal to scholars, researchers and students in business ethics, management, human resource management and development, and organization studies, and addresses issues faced daily by business executives and practitioners working in emerging market countries.  

Business Ethics and Diversity in the Modern Workplace  

A Companion to Business Ethics  

Corporations have a social responsibility to assist in the overall well-being of their communities through the compliance of moral business standards and practices. However, many corporations still face serious issues related to unethical business practices. Business Ethics and Diversity in the Modern Workplace investigates the ethical frameworks within modern corporations and their impact on the communities they serve. With a focus on autonomous decision making in complex quandaries, this book is an inclusive reference source for students, researchers, practitioners, and managers who are concerned with the various ethical dilemmas within businesses, as well as evaluating moral issues impacting societal welfare.  

Business Ethics and Ethical Business  

In the modern business environment, companies strive to create a sense of moral obligation within their employees in an effort to foster a concern for social welfare and justice among global organizations. Despite the efforts of managers and directors, many companies continue to find it difficult to overcome the moral dilemmas of the corporate sector. International Business Ethics and Growth Opportunities presents the necessary methods and resources for managers and directors to be successful in leading their corporations in a responsible and morally conscious manner. Examining the dangers of unethical behavior, this book provides the strategies and tools for proper management to encourage company strength and success. This publication is an essential resource for academicians, researchers, officials, post-graduate students, and professionals in the fields of business and business education interested in ethical decision making on the individual and company level.
Business Ethics - A Philosophical and Behavioral Approach

With a vibrant four-color design, the market-leading BUSINESS ETHICS: ETHICAL DECISION MAKING AND CASES, Ninth Edition, delivers an accessible, applied text that thoroughly covers the complex environment in which managers confront ethical decision making. Using a proven managerial framework, the authors address the overall concepts, processes, and best practices associated with successful business ethics programs—helping students see how ethics can be integrated into key strategic business decisions. The new edition has been completely revised and updated to include coverage of new legislation affecting business ethics, the most up-to-date examples, and the best practices of high-profile organizations. It also includes 20 original cases that are either new or updated. Packed with cases, exercises, simulations, and practice tests, BUSINESS ETHICS: ETHICAL DECISION MAKING AND CASES, Ninth Edition gives students an abundance of opportunities to master text material through hands-on application. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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